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Situations' reveal necessity to protect water resource
By JUSTIN ISHERWOOD something and nothing. Recent injection facilities utilizing excess Ogallala, both with a sense for the safe the longest possible use?

Special to The Gazette summers have seen isolated inci- water events hundreds of miles old native) is stable, concern has The Ojib ( familiarity has set in
T. Boone Pickens is the kind of dents of high capacity wells run- . distant. been voiced of its nitrification but already) is a major engine of this

guy to bankroll a swamp-bottom ning dry. Largely the consequence Accustomed as we are to bail- in general the numbers are lev- region's commerce; the productive
Republican on one occasion and the initial well's shallow design, outs with a multiplicity of zeros, eled off as precision techniques output of the Sands is prodigious
a junk-yard Democrat the next. an aquifer that was adequate at the likelihood of restoring and sta- and new materials become more and in any future forecast whether
An oil-man who isn't afraid to the time. bilizing the Ogallala is small, but widely practiced. dependent on energy demand or
say something i,S more important Even in an area presumed homog- then overt threat is a transforming It is possible in another genera- field capacity, becomes increas-

. than oil. Or say so in a magazine enous as the Central Sands, differ- thing. tiori we may see nitrate levels fall; ingly precious.
like Playboy to colored-underwear ences exist between soil types, . Irrigation in the Central Sands is however, the real problem is the. Despite Wisconsin's notable
types whose immediate goal is their aquifers and well capacities. in its third generation. Systematic aquifer itself, exposed as it is to an winters, a new array of com
neither oil, nor water. Because ofsoil type, some areas of over-irrigation has been eliminated ever-expanding demand, exacer- mercial vegetable production on

For historical clarity I am less the Central Sands require twice the by hardware improvements and bated by weather cycles ofreduced the Sands has potential, a profile
a farmer than I am an irrigator. water for the same crop. scheduling, at the same time the annual rainfall with a portent for more typical of frost-free grow
My predecessors were farmers' With moderate purnpage costs benefits of the aquifer have been less. ing areas genetically designed for
who did so exclusively at nature's and available water, this presents expanded to more fields, more Add to this a more open topog- the region. A short list... tomatoes,
behest; I vaguely remember what no problem; increase this cost and crops. raphy whether it be fields, hous- peppers, lettuce along with sea-
that was like. Like shoveling snow some areas now thought irrigatable Alfalfa is routinely irrigated. ing or roadways and the problem sonal produce that could be lost to
in bare feet, same kind ofunpleas- and productive might not remain Soybeans, once largely a dry-land experienced by the Little Plover California'for several reasons.
ant exposure. so. Any change in the availability crop, is strategically irrigated. The Ri",er may not be an St:>tated inCI- To add the proximity of Wiscon-

Irrigation is to be likened to the of water and the result is a dras- Antigo seed area, once non-irri- ent, hinting of a broad range for sin to the marketplace that for half
difference between having a prayer 'tic alteration of Wisconsin's agri- gated, the benefit of its unique aquifer concern. of the continent's population con-
and having a ticket. Most farmers cultural landscape. Enter global Antigo silt, is almost universally How sustainable is the Ojibwa stitutes a local food source, it is the
still alive to answer·the roll-call in warming/climate changela new irrigated. Aquifer? What is the precise rela- future potential of our aquifer that
central Wisconsin are' irrigators. deck of cards. The current health of the Cen- tionship of the aquifer to annual underscores efforts to understand,
Many on lands that were tradi- Irrigation as a field practice has tral Sands "Ojibwa Aquifer" (I precipitation? How does draw-' define and protect Wisconsin's
tionally non-irrigated, witb soils been abandoned in some locales. decided to give the central Wis- down affect our use? On the flip fabulous Ojib.
capable of holding crop moisture In California water rights have consin aquifer a name as has the side, what can be done to vouch-
through a dry spell, clays, silt beGome so valuable for other uses it
loams, loams, muck. is mor:e profitable to sell the water

Problem being when it doesn't than the produce. In Nebraska and
rain from half past June till Aug. Texas the deep wells of the Ogal
I, even silt loam .is banging on lala Aquifer are known to be finite
Capital E... empty. Installers have and endangered and some farmers
noted an increase of irrigation in . are responding accordingly.
traditionally' non-irrigated lands; The first option is to scrap cor-
the result of higher input costs, ner systems that nearly double the
drier summers and the prospect of water use but provide only mini-
crop failure iB now more injurious mal production increase. Regional
to the bottom-line with nitrogen constraints on the Ogallala now in
pushing $5OO/ton and potash wag- draft form limit wasteful irriga-
ing equality with gold. tion from this non-replenishable

As a result of increased costs, source.
even statistical seasonal failure is Alternate crops and alternate
not a good option. techniques might help provide a

Irrigation in terms of raw pro- long-term future; beyond are the
ductivity is capable ofquadrupling brave (read horrendously expen
yields, in the worst case ~ga- sive) schemes for replenishing the
-lion -spells the ditIe~nce betWeen Ogallala in the guise of water


